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➤ Read Enid Blyton’s

EDITION

STUDENT EDITION

➤ Do you know how to

‘The Naughtiest Girl In
School’? A Teacher talks
on her own experience
with the naughtiest ones

say ‘Hello’ in German? or
people greet one another in
the evening in Germany?
Wizard’s Corner has it all!
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➤ We’ll give it every-

thing to win T20 World
Cup, says NZ opener
Mitchell
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Streaming services
have a negative effect
on the environment
due to the power required to
transfer data, a large proportion of which is generated
by non-renewable energy
sources like gas and coal,
which emit harmful greenhouse gases

SPOTLIGHT

Taylor Swift is mostinfluential person on
Twitter

A

 Singer Katy Perry is ranked third, Tesla
CEO Elon Musk is ranked fourth and
Barack Obama fifth on the list

GENDER EQUALITY
In a first, NDA to admit 20 women
cadets next year
f reports are to go by, the National Defence Academy (NDA) will
admit about 20 women cadets from around the middle of next year,
paving the way for their training in the premier tri-service military
training institution for the first time. According to reports, the Army
would have the largest intake of about 10 women officers, followed by
the Indian Air Force and the Navy at about five each.
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Your OTT watching
habit could be
harming the planet

Y

ou read it right. If reports
are to go by, carbon emissions produced by fans
watching a month of Netflix's top 10 shows is equivalent to 'driving a car beyond Saturn' –
more than 746 million miles.
According to researchers, Netflix
content in the global top 10 - clocked up

F

PLASTIC MENACE
Covid-related plastic waste highest
from Asian countries: Study

M

ore than eight million
tons of pandemic-associated plastic waste
have been generated globally,
with more than 25,000 tons
entering the global ocean,
according to an alarming study.
Data from the start of the pandemic in 2020 through August
2021, showed that most of the
global plastic waste entering
the ocean is coming from Asia, with hospital waste representing
the bulk of the land discharge.

 The study highlighted that most of the global
plastic waste from the pandemic is entering the
ocean from rivers, with Asian rivers accounting for
73 per cent of the total discharge of plastics. The
top three contributors are the Indus, Shatt alArab,and Yangtze rivers, which discharge into the
Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea, and East China Sea,
respectively.  European rivers, on the other hand,
account for only 11 per cent of the discharge, with
minor contributions from other continents

KAMAL HAASAN TO
LAUNCH HIS DIGITAL
AVATAR IN THE
METAVERSE

millions of hours' viewing time combined in the first month since their release.
Similarly, YouTube is responsible
for emitting enough carbon dioxide annually to far surpass the equivalent
greenhouse gas output of Glasgow,
where the COP26 climate summit was
held recently.
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Also, end-user devices
like smartphones, laptops or TVs consume
electricity while watching
the content
According to Netflix,
the average carbon
footprint of one hour
of streaming in Europe is
approximately 55 gCO2e
(grams of carbon dioxide
equivalents) - the same as
driving about 300 metres
in a car

SOURCE: CDIYOUR OTT WATCHING HABIT COULD BE HARMING
THE PLANET

P

roducer, director, actor
and politician Kamal
Haasan is set to become
the first Indian celebrity
to have his own digital avatar in a
metaverse. Haasan, who turned 67
on Sunday, announced his entry into
the digital space, with the launch of
collectables or NFTs (non-fungible
tokens) and plans for his museum in
an upcoming metaverse game from
Fantico, an Indian licensed digital
collectables platform.

 With fans spending big
money on digital collectibles, more celebrities
are joining the party. Stars
such as Amitabh Bachchan
and Salman Khan as well as
cricketers and leagues
such as the Indian Super
League (ISL) have launched
their NFTs.
 Fantico will first launch
various digital collectibles
including posters, avatars
and videos for Haasan

FB, Instagram to delete 'sensitive' ads linked to race, religion
acebook's parent
company Meta
has announced
that it will remove sensitive ads targeting
options related to
health, race or ethnicity,
political affiliation, religion or sexual orientation starting January 19,
2022.

 In September, the Supreme Court had ruled that
women be inducted into NDA from this year itself,
and not from next year as sought by the Centre.
 So far, women officers joined the armed forces
from Officers Training Academy (OTA), Chennai,
where they got admitted after their graduation.

Newspaper in
Education

HOW ARE THEY A
HAZARD FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

OF THE DAY

merican singer Taylor Swift
surpassed Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to emerge as the most-influential person
on the list of the 50 most influential people on
Twitter this year. Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is placed at number two on the list. According
to an annual research carried out by the consumer intelligence company Brandwatch,
Indian batting great Sachin Tendulkar is
placed at number 35.
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The interest targeting options
being removed is not based on
people's physical characteristics or personal attributes,
but instead, on things like
people's interactions with
content on the platform

$600K
Price of an original Apple computer, hand-built by
company founders Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak 45 years
ago that is likely to fetch in the United States. The so-called
‘Chaffey College’ Apple-1 is one of only 200 made by Jobs and
Wozniak at the very start of the company's odyssey from garage
start-up to megalith worth $2 trillion. What makes it even rarer
is the fact the computer is encased in koa wood—a richly patinated wood native to Hawaii. Only a handful of the original 200 were
made in this way.

Private hospitals begin talks with
schools for kids’ vaccination

eading private hospitals in
the country have started
discussions with various
schools to host clinics to
provide Covid-19 vaccinations as soon
as vaccines are available, people in the
know told ET. Max Healthcare said it is
exploring tie-ups with various leading
schools to support the government's
vaccination drive as and when it allows
for the paediatric population.
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 The government is expected to come out with guidelines for vaccinating children
next week. It has so far
approved Zydus Cadila's vaccine ZyCov-D for use in children as young as 12 years old
 Bharat Biotech's Covaxin is
also expected to get the drug
regulator's nod soon

Meta, earlier this month,
said that it removed over 30
million pieces of content in
September on Facebook and
Instagram in India, as it
faces intense security over
user data privacy
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the classroom.
Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!

SCHOOL IS COOL
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2021

Day celebrations
Bridging the gap between 63rd atAnnual
Mehta Vidyalaya
teacher and parent
B

A

bringing of their
wards, and on active
synergy among parents and teachers for
holistic development
of the child.
The session was
conducted on October
29 to November 3 for
classes nursery to X,
by the director and
principal of
the
school. The programme commenced with a warm
welcome to the parents followed by
enlightening the audience with the
vision of the school. The director encapsulated the need to encounter the
challenges that have crept up owing
to the online education and beckoned
upon the parents to monitor the

s the pandemic shook the
entire world and most of
the professions were at
standstill, the setback was
felt in the sphere of education too; it
hindered the social development of
children as they were confined to the
four walls of their house.
The foundation for good parent
-teacher relationship is frequent and
open communication, mutual respect and a clear understanding of
what is best for an individual child.
In pursuit of the same, LT Atul
Katarya Memorial School, organised a four day class wise orientation
programme in the school premises
for the students and parents to bridge
the learning gaps erupted during the
pandemic, familiarise them with
their active involvement in the up-

progress of their children and nurture their confidence. Parents were
made aware of the special efforts
made by the school to enhance learning in students.
The principal shared subject specific strategies with parents which
comprised of all the important ele-

National Cancer Awareness
day observed at Ryan

VNS organises English
extempore competition

T

o imbibe a true spirit of enhancing the oratory skills, a
‘One Minute English Extempore Competition’ was conducted for the students of classes VIII
and IX, on October 27, in the premises
of Vidya Niketan School Faridabad.
The topics in the competition were varied. Every participant was asked to pick
a topic. The participants delivered their
speeches with great confidence. The parameter for the judgement was content,
fluency, presentation and confidence.
The first position was bagged by Viman
Roy of class VIII D, Aksha Saiyad of VIII
B grabbed second position and Jiya from
class VIII F secured third position.
Divya Bhardwaj of class IX C bagged
first position, Khushi of class IX F secured second position and Surbhi

ments like focus of LSRW, goal setting and effective study schedule.Parents were informed about various
techniques that can help their children prepare well and retain concepts
for a longer time. She gave smart
parenting tips like parents must
involve themselves in scenariobased questioning with children,
mutual questioning,help children
get organised,embrace small risks
and failures and they must not to
micromanage their children. Parents were also suggested to tell stories to their children for the growth
of their mindset.
She also advised students to
eliminate distractions from their
life and concentrate on effective
studies. Ways to improve mind concentration, how to study and study
in small chunks, adoption of pomodoro techniques were shared with
students. Reference to the Parkinson’s Law, focusing on the need to
have lives in life added an insightful
depth to the session.

R

Thakur of IX B attained third position.
The objective of this competition was
to enhance the students’ confidence and
oratory skills. The competition was successfully culminated with a few words
of encouragement and appreciation by
the principal of Vidya Niketan School.

yan
International
School, Sec-40 Gurugram, celebrated World
Cancer Day to increase public
awareness about cancer prevention and early detection for the general public and reduce
the stigma that surrounds the disease
that is the second
leading cause of
deaths globally.
Ryanites of class
V presented through
a talk show that cancer is the
second leading cause of death
globally. Cancer is the uncontrolled growth of a group of
cells in the body. It happens

when the body's normal control mechanism stops working.
The old cells do not die and
grow out of control, forming
new, abnormal cells. Cancer
may occur anywhere
in the body if not detected at the right
time and it can increase the risk of
death. Hence timely
detection and prevention is necessary.
School
head
Shivali Sharma appreciated the efforts of Ryanites for creating awareness
about the importance of
healthy lifestyle and how to
take better care of themselves.

haratiya Vidya Bhavan’s
Mehta Vidyalaya, Copernicus Marg celebrated its virtual 63rd Annual Day on October 29. The chief guest for the occasion was Hwang IL – Yong, director
Korean Cultural Centre India and
Ashok Pradhan, director, Delhi
Kendra was the guest of honour. Other eminent dignitaries present were
Rajesh Mishra, registrar, Delhi
Kendra; A K Sharma, regional education officer, Delhi Kendra and, Dr
C K Arya, manager, Mehta Vidyalaya.
The programme commenced with
the virtual lighting of ceremonial lamp
accompanied by a short prayer. Chief
huest, Hwang IL – Yong, in his address
expressed his happiness on collaborating with Mehta Vidyalaya.
Ashok Pradhan, director, Delhi
Kendra welcomed the chief guest and
congratulated Mehta Vidyalaya for promoting Sanskrit and Sanskriti as India’s traditional heritage.
School principal, Dr Anju Tandon
accorded a warm welcome to the dignitaries and presented the school’s an-

nual report highlighting the academic
and co-curricular achievements of the
students and the school.
The annual magazine ‘Bhavidya’
which features a plenitude of students' curricular and co-curricular
activities along with their creativity
was released by the director and the
dignitaries present.
The much-awaited prize distribution ceremony saw certificates like
School Topper Award, Subject Toppers
Award, Student Council Award and other coveted cash prizes being awarded
to the meritorious students.

Celebrating National Wildlife week

T

he students
of
Blue
Bells Model
School enthusiastically participated in the interschool competition
‘Vanyajeevan Sanrakshan’celebrating
National Wildlife
Week organised by
DPSG Sushant Lok and brought laurels to the school.
Avni Yadav of XIF clinched the
first position in the event ‘Brilliant
Brushes Abstract Painting’ where
she drew a majestic tiger with vibrant

colours and spread
the message to save
the
endangered
species. Raj Sardana
won the third position in the event
‘Cartoonist – Comic
Strip Making’ where
he created a pictorial comic strip on the
theme ‘Breed Conscious Animal Lovers’.
The competition not only honed
their inherent talents but it raised their
spirit and motivated them towards taking an initiative to spread awareness
about Wildlife Conservation.

When one pulled a fast one in class
his is an incident that happened years ago.
I was the class teacher of a class that had
earned the dubious distinction of the
naughtiest class in the school. They revelled in it and tried to live up to it in
every way.
Every lunch-break I would be
called by the teacher on lunch duty
about something they had done. As
usual one day I was called out. I
saw a serious fight had broken out
between the two most notorious
ones. We somehow managed to pull
them apart. Parents were summoned. One of them held the bridge
of the nose and howled away. On my
way back from school, I got a phone call
from the injured student. He said his nose was
broken and he would have to undergo surgery. I could
not sleep the entire night due to worry.
Next day obviously he was absent. The other
boy was very distressed and wrote a letter of
apology to him. The day after the injured fellow
turned up in school with what looked like a
band-aid on the bridge of the nose. Every
now and then he would wince and let out

T

ISHAAN,
class IX,
CRPF
Rohini

SONALI,
class XI, CRPF,
Rohini

VANIA,
class IX, CRPF
Rohini

Why must I be less
In a vast field, abound with
swathes of rose
crimson bright
some dark, some light
column upon column, rows upon
rows.
letting gold spill into their cups
from the spout of the sky above,
gently unfurling in the colour of
love.

I saw a white flower,
the pale colour of milk, roses
looming upon it like towers.
still a bud, still shy, maybe afraid
as if on a finished canvas a drop
of white had its way made.
but oh I stood there and beheld in
my wait,
the petite moonflower open up its
gates.

by the same sun it was blessed,
by the same blue wind caressed,
as it stood swaying, its petals like
the hands of a ballerina in a
pirouette.
I heard it say to me, with its voice
tender but fearless
Yes I am different, but why must
I be less?

ANANYA KOHLI, class XI D, Bal
Bharati Public School, Rohini

Sam Int’l awarded for dynamic education programme

S

am
International
School was honoured
with ‘Excellence in
Adapting Dynamic Education Programme’ in ‘Eldrok
India K-12 Summit’ for contributing overall development
of an individual and moving it
to acquiring new skills. Team of
Sam International School’s
skilled and dynamic teachers
worked hard for the students
with the vision to nurture the
inherent potential and talent of
each child, under the guidance

of school principal and finally
acquired a great success.
In this mode of learning,
school team created, personalised learning experiences for
the students. These Education
programs were very interactive
for learners that included tasks
for a high-level engagement and
multiple learning mediums.
School principal Karuna Verma
took pride in receiving this reward as this was actually a result of her devotion, dedication
and determination.

f I were a ‘diya’, I would be the
flame of happiness and hope for
everyone. In the corners where
the sun's rays cannot reach, I will, and
it would never be in dark again.
People would value me and know my
importance on every occasion.
In the pockets of the world where
people are not provided with electricity, they will light me up. I will light up
in every household irrespective of
gender, religion, and caste inequality. I
would give everyone the same light
with my flame to mankind, spreading
my love and warmth.
I will illuminate the minds of the
narrow minded. I want to dispel darkness and bring in the ray of knowledge. Direct the directionless towards
the inner self with a bright light of
hope.
While I burn, I will be peaceful
because I am burning for others. I
would keep darkness away to illuminate the lives of others with the
strength of my small flame. By this I

I

a mild groan. The other boy kept apologising
to this one profusely throughout the day.
The last period was the PT period.
When rest of the class was leaving for PT,
this fellow just jumped and tried to follow suit. I told him that he has to go
to the Infirmary. But he insisted on
staying in the classroom. So I went
back to staff room.
After a while I went to check
on him and he had disappeared. I
asked another student if he had
seen him. He said the boy was playing football with rest of the class.
Furious, I marched up to him and
asked how was he
playing football with a
broken nose when he was
going have surgery. He confessed
that he had cooked up the entire story so
that other boy gets harshly
punished and he could
escape without
punishment.
SUMITA GHOSE, HoD English dept.,
Pawar Public school-Amanora, Pune

IF I WERE

find that though I am made of just
mud - my power is illumination.
Never think of anything or yourself
as small and incapable - because in
want to teach them that sufferings
the smallest of the
and hard work bring you closer to
‘diyas’, lie enlightyour goal. Inspire people to become
enment.
so strong that no matter how dark the
I would inspire
situation gets, your energy and selfpeople to rise up in
light will help overcome all roadlife, to rise higher
blocks.
and dispel darkness. In doing so I
The one who will light me up will
would consider my life successful
understand that if I being a little
and meaningful.
‘diya’ can fill up the dark room with
MEHENAJ GAZI,
brightness with just my little wick class XII-Commerce,
then she as a human has more
Sadhu Vaswani International
power to spread positivity.
School, Pune
I would use my flame to light up
other ‘diyas’ and add value to it.
People will learn from me to
add value to others life or
can be of value for someone
else with their compassionate
nature.
I want people to look at me and

A ‘DIYA’

